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It’s a tricky one, I am thinking. We have
recently more-or-less completed an
overhaul of the surgery interior.
Uncomfortably close to Magnolia in
places perhaps, but at least we have
moved away from the palette provided by
our mother ship, the local NHS hospital.

‘Well, me catheter started leakin’…’
starts off the rather unhappy old gent in
the stackable chair facing me.

Gone are rooms of Bile Green, Jaundice
Yellow, and Cyanosis Blue. It all looks
rather more emollient now, albeit not quite
Conran still. Perhaps that is because we
retain some of the furniture from Viking
Direct.

‘… so me son got some plastic bags to
put on me armchair to stop it all sinkin’ in
too much …’ he continues, determinedly
using up more than a fair allocation of time
for his opening gambit.

True, we still have vertical blinds, which
give a rather office feel to the windows,
but then it is helpful to have patients feel
they can strip in relative privacy when
about to be examined. Not that most
seem to care whether the blinds are open
or closed. Anyway, we have kept the old
curtains. Washed and refreshed, they look
homely.

Mistaking my vacant stare for a non-
verbal continuer, my sad old patient is
moaning still, his story not yet complete.
‘Everythin’ stank of urine,’ he exclaims,
‘everythin’.’

He pauses as though at an end, but
before I can withdraw myself from my
musings he plunges on again with his
absorbent tale. ‘I tried ringin’ for the narse
but she had to come all the way up from
Newcastle, or mebbe the car did, but
anyways it took 2 hours to get her here.
She cleaned us up right enough but then
told us the catheter was alreet and to see
how I went till Monday …’

The carpets are more of an issue. Deep
pile was never going to be an option due
to the number of patients we have who
are flaky, leaky, pukey, or just still wearing
their work-boots fresh from the fields.
Nevertheless I maintain we did right to
retain carpets, even if they are harsh
fibred and sometimes orange (ochre is the
word we use now). We run against the
grain of modern infection control theory in

retaining any textured surfaces, but
carpets are more welcoming than
linoleum so perhaps in days of Access
and Choice this is a poorly recognised
Catch-22.

‘Then I was wet again,’ voiced with
emphasis, ‘but me son had already been
sent to get us. You could tell the ward staff
wanted us to go, so I was discharged
anyways. After 3 weeks it should have
been sorted but I still think they shouldn’t
have made us go home like that.’ He
pauses again, and I vaguely wonder
whether I have missed the punchline yet
or not.

Once more he resumes his careful
narrative. ‘There was nowt in the fridge
neither, so me son had to do some
shoppin’ for us …’

Wall cover: that is how an acquaintance
in the hotel trade once referred to pictures
and the like. The waiting room has its
noticeboards. Nobody reads them. The
rest of the walls are rather gaping in their
emptiness. So what should we do? Go
back to the old ways and put up NHS
campaign posters everywhere, the sort
that curl and tear and fade and infection
control people like?

‘… me catheter had leaked again …’ he
says, and I realise I have lost count of how
many times. I sense we are drawing closer
to today in our saga now though: it is not
yet time to despair. ‘… and the nurse said
I was conspitated …’

Or should we, at a time when our
income is falling, heed the advice of art
therapists and go beyond noticeboards
and faded old posters contaminated with
MRSA? Even beyond photographs of the
doctors’ families taken on fancy holidays?
To mentally soothing art?

Yes! I think, let me persuade them to
have art: local art, rural art, coastal art.
uplifting art!

‘So I’ve been much betta since she
gave us that anenome.’

A wave of warm companionship
sweeps over me as I realise we have been
on the same tack all along.
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